
"Fooling With Words"

I. Part One:

Figures of Speech
A. Alliterationrepetition of the initial sounds of words
B. Allusionan indirect reference to something assumed to be

known, such as an historical event or personage or a well-known
quotation from literature.

C. Clichéan overused phrase
D. Hyperbolea deliberate overstatement. For example, "I'd give

my right arm for a piece of pizza."
E. Metaphordirect comparison of unlike things; the metaphor

may be �discrete� or �extended.�
F. Onomatopoeiawords with sounds suggestive of their

meaning, like whisper, clang and sizzle.
G. Oxymoroncontradictory words are combined in a single

expression. For example, cool fire, deafening silence.
H. Personificationa type of metaphor in which human

characteristics are given to an animal, object, or idea,
I. Similea comparison using like or as.

Directions:
Above is a list of terms used to identify various figures of speech.
Below is a series of lines taken from several poems. Which figure of
speech is demonstrated in each excerpt?

1. The snow beat with cold white fists against the window pane.

2. Her teeth were two rows of pearls.

3. The sun sizzled the swimmer�s skin.

4. The wind complains all day.

5. The fire crackled and popped on a cold night.

6. I must have dreamed a thousand dreams.

7. So dawn goes down to day.

8. Her hair is a spill of ink.

9. The crows yawk as though something is stuck in their craws.

10. My name comes to me like an angel.

11. On our shadowy earth, each man is Adam.

12. Feather of lead, bright smoke, cold fire, sick health!



II. Part Two:

Directions:
Choose an object from the table. Use figures of speech to describe the
object.

1. Write three similes.

2. Write a metaphor.

3. Personify the object.

4. Describe the object using alliteration.

5. Use one of these figures of speech in writing about the object:
allusion, onomatopoeia, oxymoron.

6. On another sheet of paper, write a poem about the object, using
the figures of speech you just composed. Give the poem a title. Be
prepared to share.

7. For extra credit, write a sentence that alliterates with your name.
Make the sentence as long as you can while keeping it
grammatically correct. For example:

�Elegant Emily eagerly eats everything except eggplant.�

�Rambunctious Roxanne relishes radishes while rollerskating with
renegades in Reno.�


